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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

There exist optimization problems with the target objective,
which is to be optimized, and several extra objectives, which
can be helpful in the optimization process. The previously
proposed EA+RL method is designed to adaptively select
objectives during the run of an optimization algorithm in
order to reduce the number of evaluations needed to reach
an optimum of the target objective.
The case when the extra objective is a fine-grained version
of the target one is probably the simplest case when using an
extra objective actually helps. We define a coarse-grained
version of OneMax called XdivK as follows: XdivK(x) =
⌊OneMax(x)/k⌋ for a parameter k which is a divisor of n —
the length of a bit vector. We also define XdivK+OneMax,
which is a problem where the target objective is XdivK and
a single extra objective is OneMax.
In this paper, the randomized local search (RLS) is used
in the EA+RL method as an optimization algorithm. We
construct exact expressions for the expected running time of
RLS solving the XdivK problem and of the EA+RL method
solving the XdivK+OneMax problem. It is shown that the
EA+RL method makes optimization faster, and the speedup
is exponential in k.

Single-objective optimization can often benefit from multiple objectives [7]. Additional objectives may be introduced
to escape from the plateaus [2]. Primary objective may be
decomposed into several objectives [4]. Additional objectives may also arise from the problem structure [6].
Different approaches may be applied to a problem with
the “original” (target) objective and some extra objectives.
The multi-objectivization approach is to optimize all extra
objectives simultaneously [4]. The helper-objective approach
is to optimize simultaneously the target objective and one
or more extra objectives, switching between them [5].
These approaches assume that extra objectives are crafted
to help optimizing the target objective. In general case, extra objectives may support or obstruct optimization process.
The EA+RL method was developed to cope with that [3].
Its idea is to use a single-objective evolutionary optimization algorithm and switch between the objectives. To select
objectives, reinforcement learning is used.
We show that for the XdivK benchmark problem with
the parameter k EA+RL with the OneMax extra objective
speeds up optimization by the factor of at least 2k−2 . Proofs
and details are available in supplementary materials [1].

Categories and Subject Descriptors

2. DEFINITIONS

I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning; G.1.6 [Numerical
Analysis]: Optimization

The well-known OneMax problem is defined as follows.
Given n, the size of the problem. The search space consists of all bit vectors of length n. The fitness function of
a bit vector is the number of bits set to one. One needs to
maximize the fitness function.
The XdivK problem is defined in this paper in the similar
way. The fitness function is the number of bits set to one
divided evenly by the parameter k. The parameter k is a
divisor of n. The problem XdivK+OneMax has the target
objective XdivK and a single extra objective OneMax.
We consider a simplistic optimization algorithm called
“randomized local search” (RLS). It stores the current candidate solution x. An iteration of this algorithm first constructs y, a copy of x with one random bit flipped, and if y
is not worse than x according to the fitness function, then x
is replaced by y.
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3. EXPECTED RUNNING TIME
In this section, we derive the exact expressions for the
expected running time for both XdivK problem solved by
RLS and XdivK+OneMax problem solved by RLS under
the control of reinforcement learning. We assume that the
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Theorem 3. The complexity of both TX (n, k) and TR (n, k)
for constant k is Ω(nk ) and O(nk+1 ).
Theorem 4. For sufficiently large n and fixed k,
TX (n, k) ≥ 2k−2 (1 − o(1)) · TR (n, k).

Figure 1: An overview of the Markov chain. The
states correspond to OneMax fitness value, the clusters of states correspond to XdivK fitness value.

4. CONCLUSION
We presented the exact expressions for TX (n, k) — the expected running time of RLS solving the XdivK problem, —
and for TR (n, k) — the expected running time of the EA+RL
method using RLS solving the XdivK+OneMax problem
with the RL state equal to the XdivK fitness value and with
the reward equal to the difference of XdivK fitness values
between consecutive states.
Using these expressions, we gave theoretical evidence that
TX (n, k) = Ω(nk ) = O(nk+1 ) for constant k, TR (n, k) =
Ω(nk ) = O(nk+1 ) for constant k, and TX (n, k)/TR (n, k) approaches at least 2k−2 for constant k and large n.
The values of TX (n, k) and TR (n, k) for several n and k
are presented in supplementary materials [1]. The value of
TX /TR can be seen to grow slowly with n when k is constant.
The ratio is very much similar to 2k−1 .
For asymptotic determination, we tabulate the values of
TX (n, k) and TX (n/2, k) for several n and k. The results are
presented in supplementary materials [1]. One can see that
the value of TX (n, k)/TX (n/2, k) approaches 2k as n grows,
which suggests that the reality is TX (n, k) = Θ(nk ).

RL state is determined solely by the value of XdivK fitness
function, and the reward is equal to the difference of XdivK
fitness values in consecutive optimization states. There are
n bits in the bit vector, and the division factor is k, such
that n mod k = 0. The following fact is proven [1]:
Lemma 1. The EA+RL algorithm never returns to any
state where some reward has been obtained.
This means that in the case of XdivK+OneMax both
the XdivK and the OneMax fitness functions are always
chosen with the probability of 1/2.
To compute the expected running time of the algorithms,
we construct Markov chains for them. The state of a Markov
chain is determined in this paper by the OneMax fitness
value. The states are clustered into consecutive groups of
n/k states, except for the terminal state n, which is on its
own (Fig. 1). The clusters correspond to the states with the
same value of XdivK fitness. The probabilities for different
algorithms are given in supplementary materials [1].
Let ZX (x) be the expected number of steps for RLS solving XdivK problem to reach the state x + 1 from the state
x. It is shown in supplementary materials [1] that:
n
ZX (x) =
if x mod k = 0,
n−x
n
x
ZX (x) =
+ ZX (x − 1)
if x mod k 6= 0.
n−x
n−x
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